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Precision measurements of the Hall effect have been carried out for both archetypal 
heavy fermion compound - CeCu6 and exemplary solid solutions CeCu6-xAux (x= 0.1 and 0.2) 
with quantum critical behavior. The experimental results have been obtained by technique 
with a sample rotation in magnetic field in the temperature range 1.8-300K. The experiment 
revealed a complex activation type dependence of the Hall coefficient RH(T) in CeCu6 with 
activation energies Ea1/kB ≈ 110K and Ea2/kB ≈ 1.5K in temperature ranges 50÷300K and 
3÷10K, respectively. Microscopic parameters of charge carriers transport (effective masses, 
relaxation time) and localization radii ap1,2* of heavy fermions (ap1*(T>50K)~ 1.7 Å and 
ap2*(T<20K)~ 14 Å) were estimated for CeCu6. The second angular harmonic contribution 
has been established in the Hall voltage of CeCu5.9Au0.1 and CeCu6 at temperatures below 
T*~24K. A hyperbolic type divergence of the second harmonic term in Hall effect RH2(T)≈ 
C(1/T-1/T*) at low temperatures is found to be accompanied with a power-law behavior 
RH(T)~ T -0.4 of the main contribution in the Hall coefficient for CeCu5.9Au0.1 compound with 
quantum critical behavior. 
 
PACS: 72.15.Qm. 
1. During last decade it was demonstrated perfectly [1-7] that CeCu6-xAux solid solutions 
are in the number of the most convenient and interesting examples of the systems with non-
Fermi-liquid behavior in the vicinity of antiferromagnetic quantum critical point (QCP). 
Among the CeCu6-xAux family the CeCu6 is the canonical heavy fermion (HF) intermetallic 
compound with an enhanced Pauli magnetic susceptibility and a huge value of the low 
temperature electronic specific heat coefficient γ = 1.53 J/(mole K2) [8]. These features place 
this compound together with CeAl3 [9] as the heaviest of all known HF systems. Alloying 
with Au induces the long-range antiferromagnetic order above QCP at xc≈ 0.1 with the Neel 
temperature that increases linearly in the 0.1< x≤ 1 range and reaches TN≈2.3K for CeCu5Au 
[10]. Understanding the behavior of this kind of systems close to antiferromagnetic QCP is a 
current area of active research. In this field, the main question is the mechanism by which the 
mass of heavy electrons diverges in the approach to the antiferromagnetic instability [11].  
According to the comments proposed in [11], Hall coefficient is the one of the most 
promising but, surprisingly, untested probes of the quasiparticles involved in the conduction 
process on both the paramagnetic and antiferromagnetic sides of the QCP. From the point of 
view of [11], the Hall coefficient variation through the quantum phase transition (QPT) can be 
considered as a key experiment to choose between different scenario of QPT and to test the 
mechanism by which the Fermi surface transforms between the paramagnet and 
antiferromagnet.  
Up to now the Hall effect measurements of CeCu6 [12-15] and the exemplary solid 
solutions CeCu6-xAux [16-17] have been produced by ordinary ac- (or dc-) four probe method 
where the Hall resistivity ρH(H,T) was deduced as a difference between two signals obtained 
for two opposite orientations of external magnetic field H which was perpendicular both to 
the sample surface and to the current I direction. However, the low dimensional character of 
the spin fluctuation spectra near the QCP xc≈0.1 is well established for CeCu6-xAux at present 
[3-5]. Consequently, an appearance of an “induced  anisotropy effects” can be also expected 
for the charge transport characteristics and, particularly, for the Hall coefficient behavior of 
CeCu6-xAux. 
2. The aim of this study was to carry out for the first time the comprehensive 
measurements of the Hall resistivity angular dependencies of CeCu6-xAux compounds in the 
nearest vicinity of the quantum critical point (x=0, 0.1, 0.2). The investigations have been 
carried out  for a wide range of temperatures 1.8-300K in magnetic field of permanent magnets 
(H0~1-4 kOe). The experiments were performed with the help of the original installation using 
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the step-by-step fixation of the sample rotated in steady magnetic field that was applied 
perpendicular to the rotation axis [18]. Special attention was paid to the symmetrical 
arrangement of the Hall voltage probes in the Hall effect measurements, because of the strong 
effect of negative magnetoresistance in CeCu6-xAux at temperatures T < 30K [19] (see also  ρ(T, 
H=70 kOe) curves in Fig. 1).  
The CeCu6-xAux high quality polycrystalline samples were synthesized from 
stoichiometric amounts of high purity components in an electric arc furnace with a non-
consumable tungsten crucible on a water-cooled cold copper finger under a high-purity helium 
atmosphere. The composition homogeneity was attained in the bulk materials by a repeated arc 
melting of the starting components in the stoichiometric ratio with subsequent annealing in 
evacuated quartz tubes. The samples’ characterization methods (room temperature X-ray 
powder diffraction and microprobe analysis experiments) have been applied to identify the 
CeCu6-xAux solid solutions under investigation as essentially single-phase compounds. The 
orthorhombic structure parameters of CeCu6-xAux alloys are performed in the Table 1. Note that 
CeCu6 undergoes a phase transition from the orthorhombic structure to the monoclinic one 
below TS ≈200K with a small distortion of about 1.5° [20]. For comparison, the structural data 
from Ref. 20 are also included in the Table 1. 
 3. The results of resistivity measurements for the studied samples are shown in Fig. 1. 
From the data of Fig.1 the low temperature resistivity ρ(T) maximum is clearly detected at 
Tmaxρ ≈12.5K, 11K and 5.5K for x=0, 0.1 and 0.2 respectively. It is clearly identified that the 
Tmaxρ  value exceeds noticeably the Kondo temperature TK≈5-6K estimated for CeCu6 and 
CeCu5.9Au0.1 in [21-22]. The issue of Tmaxρ >> TK is traditionally associated with an essential 
contribution from inelastic Kondo-scattering processes in charge transport of CeCu6-xAux. In 
magnetic field H~HK=kBTK/µB≈ 70 kOe the low temperature resistivity maximum at Tmaxρ can 
be evidently detected at Tmaxρ ≈ 15÷20K>>TK on the ρ(T) curves for all studied CeCu6-xAux 
compounds (Fig. 1).  
 Then, considering Hall effect measurements in CeCu6-xAux it is worth to note that only 
small enough external magnetic field intensities H<5 kOe have been used in this study to 
avoid any influence of transverse magnetoresistance component in the Hall signal. As it was 
shown previously in [19], at low temperatures T≤ 30K the negative magnetoresistance (MR) 
behavior in magnetic field is quadratic ρ(H)∼ H2 in H≤ 30 kOe range for CeCu6-xAux (x≤ 0.2), 
so, the MR component measured from the Hall probes is negligible below H~5 kOe. 
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 The families of angular dependencies of the Hall resistance for CeCu6, CeCu5.8Au0.2 
and CeCu5.9Au0.1 are shown in Figs. 2a, 2b and 3 respectively. The data were obtained for 
temperatures between 1.8K and 300K in magnetic field H0≈ 3.7 kOe. It is natural to expect for 
CeCu6-xAux solid solutions a simple dependence ρ1∼ ρH1cosϕ of the Hall signal which is 
caused by a variation of the amplitude of a scalar product (n H) (n – normal to the sample 
surface) when rotating the sample in steady magnetic field [18]. In the temperature interval 
1.8-300K applied in this research, all studied CeCu6-xAux compounds are paramagnets. So, it 
is difficult to expect an appearance of induced magnetic anisotropy and, as a sequence, of a 
complicated and unconventional angular dependencies of charge transport parameters (see, 
e.g., [18]) in these polycrystalline samples. Indeed, the cosinusoidal dependencies ρ1∼ρH1cosϕ 
have been recorded for CeCu5.8Au0.2 in the whole temperature range 1.8-300K (Fig. 2b), 
whereas a second harmonic component ρ2∼ ρH2cos(2ϕ) has been detected additionally to the 
main contribution both for CeCu6 and CeCu5.9Au0.1  at low temperatures (Fig. 2a and Fig. 3). It 
should be emphasized that the above mentioned ρH2 component in the Hall signal of 
CeCu5.9Au0.1  causes a noticeable changes of the extremuma positions on the experimental 
angular dependencies ρHexp(ϕ) at liquid helium temperatures (see, e.g., curve T=2K in Fig. 3). 
In this situation  the traditional technique applied to the low temperature Hall effect 
measurements of CeCu6-xAux  [12-17] leads evidently to incorrect values of the Hall 
coefficient for these systems with quantum critical behavior. 
 4. The Hall resistivity angular dependencies (Fig. 2-3) were analyzed within relation 
 ρH (ϕ, T0, H0)= ρH0+ ρH1 cosϕ + ρH2 cos(2(ϕ-∆ϕ))   (1), 
which includes the second harmonic contribution ρH2 with the phase shift ∆ϕ in addition to 
the main component ρH1 (odd with respect to the magnetic field) and the angle independent 
shift ρH0. The procedure for separating the contributions in (1)  is most clearly shown in Fig. 3, 
where the components with the amplitudes ρH1 and ρH2 are plotted along with the 
experimental curve ρHexp(ϕ,Ho≈ 3.7 kOe) for various temperatures in 1.8-20K range. The 
approximation of the experimental data by (1) (solid lines in Fig.3) can be considered as a 
good fit for the whole temperature range 1.8-300K used in this study. Then, the amplitudes of 
the Hall resistivity components ρH1(T,H0) and ρH2(T,H0) were used to plot the temperature 
dependencies of the Hall coefficient RH(T,H0≈ 3.7 kOe) (Fig. 4) and the second harmonic 
term RH2(T, H0≈ 3.7 kOe) (Fig. 5) in CeCu6-xAux solid solutions. It is important to note that 
according to the results obtained in [12-14] for polycrystalline samples of CeCu6 the RH(T) 
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stays positive above liquid helium temperature and is characterized by a wide maximum of 
prominent amplitude at TmaxRH≈ Tmaxρ~ 10K. Moreover, the transition region (interval T≤ 
Tmaxρ∼10K) from incoherent to coherent scattering is complicated for CeCu6-xAux and happens 
to be very sensitive to the impurities and partial substitution for Ce and Cu [12,13]. Therefore, 
the Hall effect analysis developed in this study is concentrated only on (i) the intermediate 
temperature range (T≥ 10K) dependencies of RHi(T) and (ii) the comparison of the behavior of 
the RHi(T) components for these compounds near QCP with various substitution of Au and for 
canonical heavy fermion system CeAl3 at temperatures 1.8-300K.  
 The temperature dependencies of RH(T) for various x in CeCu6-xAux alloys are slightly 
different in magnitude of the main component in the Hall effect, but they are characterized by 
an absolutely different analytical behavior (Fig. 4). Indeed, in the temperature intervals 50-
300K (I) and 3-10K (II) the RH(T) curve of CeCu6 can be well approximated by a complicated 
activation type behavior 
 RH(T) ~ exp(Ea1,2/kBT)    (2) 
which is similar to that found very recently for CeAl3 [23]. The activation energy values 
Ea1/kB ≈ 110±8K and Ea2/kB ≈ 1.5±0.1K are deduced from the reciprocal logarithmic plot of 
the data for CeCu6 Fig. 6 in I and II intervals respectively.  
 As it was mentioned in [18, 23], the activation type behavior of RH(T) in I and II 
ranges is very unusual for a metallic system and does not have an explanation within Kondo 
lattice model and the skew-scattering mechanism of charge transport [24-25]. Indeed, in the 
approach developed in [24-25] the spin-flip resonance scattering of conduction electrons on 
the localized magnetic moments of rare-earth ions is considered as the most important factor 
of charge transport. As a result, the anomalous positive Hall effect in compounds with heavy 
fermions as well as the low temperature resistivity anomalies (see Fig. 1) both seem to be 
exclusively due to the specific character of the scattering effects [24-25]. 
In our opinion, the Ea1,2 parameters defined for CeCu6 from the data of Fig. 6, evidently 
like as for CeAl2 [18] and CeAl3 [23], can be regarded as a bound energies of two types’ 
manybody states, which are formed in vicinity of Ce 4f-centers (i) when the excited levels of 
the Ce 2F5/2-state are considerably populated (50÷300K, range (I) in Fig. 6), and (ii) when the 
electronic density fluctuations occur as fast transitions between the lowest doublet of 2F5/2-
state and conduction band (3÷10K, range (II) in Fig. 6). In this connection, the inset of Fig. 4 
presents the scheme of crystalline electric field splitting of cerium 2F5/2-state, as obtained 
from the results of inelastic neutron scattering experiments [26]. Thus, at intermediate 
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temperatures 50÷300K the manybody states in CeCu6 matrix are formed in collaboration with 
inelastic processes. In this temperature range the fast spin/charge fluctuations, which cause 
the charge carrier polarization, occur between the populated 4f-band doublets and the 
conduction band states. According to [26], the excited doublets of cerium 2F5/2-state prove to 
be considerably broadened and form above the main doublet a band of excited states of the 
width Γ, which is compared with the splitting value  Γ/2≈ Ea1,2/kB ≈110K~∆1,∆2≈64-128K (see 
inset in Fig. 4). 
The value of quasi-elastic peak width Γ0(T)/2≈6K obtained for CeCu6 in the neutron 
scattering experiments [26] can be used within simple relation 
Γ0(T)/2 = ħ / τeff(T)     (3) 
to evaluate the relaxation time τeff(T) and further on, taking into account the formula 
m*(T) = e τeff(T)/ µH(T)    (4), 
the data allow estimating the value and character of the temperature dependence of charge 
carrier effective mass. The m* values, estimated in the current approximation, are 
m*1(T0=77K) ≈137 m0 and m*2(T0=8K) ≈145 m0. These values are in a concordance with the 
early defined effective masses of spin-polaron and exciton-polaron states in strongly 
correlated electron systems -FeSi (m* ≈ 20÷90 m0 [27]), SmB6 (m* ≈ 20÷40 m0 [28]), CeAl2 
(m*1,2 ≈55÷90 m0 [28]) and CeAl3 (m*1,2 ≈45÷90 m0 [23]). The above deduced parameters 
Ea1,2 and m*1,2 can be applied also to estimate the manybody states’ localization radii 
a*p1,2=ħ /(2Ea1,2m*1,2)1/2    (5). 
For heavy fermions in CeCu6 matrix this estimation leads to 1.7Å and 14Å values in the 
temperature ranges I and II, respectively. It should be pointed out that the small localization 
radius a*p1 (spatial size of nanoregions a*p1≈1.7Å <a, where a is the lattice constant, Table 1) 
corresponds to the “deep potential well” around the Ce3+-sites (Ea1/kB ≈ 110±10K, range I in 
Fig. 6), whereas at low temperatures the manybody states spread significantly (a*p2≈14Å) 
together with a dramatic decrease in their bound energy (Ea2/kB ≈ 1.5±0.1K, range II in Fig. 6). 
It is obvious that such a small characteristic size of manybody states in CeCu6 a*p1≈1.7Å 
cannot be explained within the Kondo lattice model. On the other hand, it is natural to assume 
that the dramatic increase of the manybody states’ localization radius causes a further 
transition to a coherent state at low temperatures, which is accompanied by abrupt decrease of 
resistivity in rare-earth intermetallides with strong electron correlations. 
 It is necessary to mention also a significant difference in the Hall effect of the 
archetypal and very similar strongly correlated electron systems CeCu6 and CeAl3. Indeed, the 
appearance of the second harmonic contribution in the Hall signal was detected in this study 
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for CeCu6, contrary to the usual cosinusoidal angular dependencies that were recorded in [23] 
for CeAl3. Moreover, the reduction of the low temperature bound energy Ea2/kB≈ 1.5K of 
many-body states in CeCu6 in comparison with the value Ea2/kB≈ 3.3K detected for CeAl3 can 
be considered, in our point of view, as a transition from activation to a wide range (1.8-30K) 
exponential dependence of the Hall coefficient 
  RH(T) ~ T -α,   α= 0.41± 0.02      (6), 
that was found in present study for CeCu5.9Au0.1 compound with quantum critical behavior 
(Fig. 4). Then, moving to the antiferromagnetic side from QCP at x≈ 0.1, an essential 
lowering of the Hall coefficient values has been established for CeCu5.8Au0.2 (Fig. 4) in 
combination with disappearance of the second harmonic component in the Hall effect (Fig. 5). 
As a result, the QCP at x≈ 0.1 in CeCu6-xAux alloys proves to be distinguished by (i) the 
largest values of the Hall coefficient components RH(T) and RH2(T) (Figs. 4 and 5) and (ii) a 
power-law temperature dependence (6) at low temperatures 1.8-30K. 
 When analyzing a behavior of the second harmonic component RH2(T) in CeCu6 and 
CeCu5.9Au0.1 the hyperbolic type divergence  
 RH2(T) ≈ C(1/T-1/T*)      (7) 
has been found in this study (Fig. 5). The value T*≈ 24K was deduced from the data of Fig. 5 
both for x=0 and x=0.1 Au contents in CeCu6-xAux  solid solutions. Additionally, a phase shift 
∆ϕ between the main component and the second harmonic contribution has been detected 
from the analysis in terms of (1) from the data obtained for CeCu6 and CeCu5.9Au0.1 (inset in 
Fig. 7).  
 Finally, to compare the results of present study with predictions of skew-scattering 
model [24-25], the charge carrier mobility µH(T)= RH(T)/ρ(T) has been detected from the data 
of Fig.1 and Fig. 4.  The family of the mobility µH(T) temperature dependencies obtained for 
CeCu6-xAux and CeAl3 intermetallic compounds is shown in Fig. 7. The small enough values 
of µH(T)< 100 cm2/(V sec) are typical for these strongly correlated electron systems with fast 
spin/charge electron density fluctuations. From the double logarithmic µH(T) data presentation 
one may evidently conclude in favor of exponential type behavior of the charge carrier 
mobility  
  µH(T)~ T -α       (8) 
at temperatures below T*~ 24K for all compounds placed on paramagnetic side of QCP. The 
exponent α values are in the interval 0.35-0.41 and increase slightly from α= 0.35 in the 
canonical heavy fermion system CeAl3 through α= 0.38 in CeCu6 to α= 0.41 value detected 
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for CeCu5.9Au0.1 compound with quantum critical behavior (Fig. 7). From the 
antiferromagnetic side of QCP a quasi-exponential µH(T) asymptotics is observed at 
intermediate temperatures 60-300K with α ≈ 4/3 and additionally this kind of behavior may 
be discussed in 1.8-10K range, where α≈ 0.16±0.01 value has been deduced from the data of 
Fig. 7. At the same time, the Curie-Weiss type behavior of µH-1(T)~ (T- Θp)~ χ -1(T) predicted 
in [24, 25] for these systems within the skew-scattering model has not been detected in 
present study. 
 To summarize, the detailed measurements of the Hall effect in the exemplary CeCu6-
xAux solid solutions performed in this study allowed us to separate and classify the 
contributions to the anomalous Hall effect in these compounds with heavy fermions and 
quantum critical behavior. For CeCu6 and CeCu5.9Au0.1 the emergence of the second harmonic 
contribution was established in the angular dependencies of Hall signal. A hyperbolic type 
divergence of an amplitude of this even contribution in Hall effect at low temperatures T< 
T*~ 24K is found to be accompanied with a power-law behavior of Hall coefficient RH(T) ~ 
T-0.4 for CeCu5.9Au0.1 compounds with quantum critical behavior. A complex activated 
dependence of RH(T) has been observed in archetypal heavy fermion compound CeCu6 in the 
temperature intervals 50-300K and 3-10K with activation energies Ea1/kB≈ 110K and Ea2/kB≈ 
1.5K respectively, and microscopic parameters (effective masses and localization radii) of 
charge carriers have been deduced from the data obtained. The anomalies of transport 
characteristics observed in this study do not fit in with the prediction of the skew-scattering 
models, but can be interpreted in terms of spin-polaron manybody states in the matrix of 
CeCu6-xAux solid solutions. 
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Figure Captions. 
 
Fig. 1. Temperature dependencies of resistivity ρ(T)  CeCu6-xAux (x=0, 0.1, 0.2) for various 
values of magnetic field (Н=0 kOe, 70 kOe). 
 Fig. 2. Angular dependencies of the Hall resistance ρН(ϕ, Т0) of CeCu6 (a) and CeCu5.8Au0.2 
(b) in magnetic field Н0≈3.7 kOe at different temperatures. 
Fig. 3. Angular dependencies of the Hall resistance of CeCu5.9Au0.1 at various temperatures in 
magnetic field H=3.7 kOe and separation of contributions to (1) (see text); ρHexp are 
experimental data and fit by (1), ρH1 is the main component in the Hall signal and  ρH2 is the 
second harmonic contibution. 
Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of the Hall coefficient of CeCu6-xAux (x=0, 0.1, 0.2) in 
logarithmic coordinates. Inset shows the scheme of crystal field splitting of cerium 2F5/2-state. 
Fig. 5. Temperature dependecies of the second harmonic term RH2(T) in the Hall effect of 
CeCu6-xAux. Inset shows a reciprocal plot RH2 =f(1/T). 
Fig. 6. Temperature dependence of the effective reduced concentration of carriers per cerium 
site 1/(n4feRH) of CeAl3 and CeCu6 in reciprocal logarithmic coordinates in the intervals I, II 
(see text); n4f(CeAl3)=6.9⋅1021cm-3, n4f(CeCu6)=9.5⋅1021cm-3.  
Fig. 7. Temperature dependencies of the Hall mobility µН(Т)= RH(Т)/ρ(Т) in CeAl3 and 
CeCu6-xAux (x=0, 0.1, 0.2). The linear fits correspond to the power-law behavior of µH(T)~T-α. 
Inset shows the temperature dependencies of the phase shift between harmonics in CeCu6 and 
CeCu5.9Au0.1 (see text). 
Table 1. The lattices constants in CeCu6-xAux. 
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Table 1. 
x a, Å b, Å c, Å ν1, Å / β, grad 
0 (orthorh.) 8.108(3) 5.103(5) 10.163(5)  420.51(50) 
0.1 (orthorh.) 8.109(3) 5.102(2) 10.162(2) 420.41(40) 
0.2 (orthorh.) 8.115(2) 5.092(2) 10.177(2) 420.47(39) 
0 (orthorh.) [20] 8.109 5.105 10.159 420.55 
0 (monocl.) [20] 5.080 10.121 8.067 β=91.36° 
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